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Welcome to Solution URBAN VAULT
We cater musical products to music creators who are looking for quality and fun. We have created
Solution VST so you can have fun making music.

Solution series
The Solution series is an accumulation of years of experience in designing sounds for hip-hop/
pop music producers worldwide under ThaLoops brand. ThaLoops, designing sounds for awardwinning Arturia Analog Experience - The Laboratory, Sample Logic Expeditions, Scott Storch
oﬃcial VST became a leader as a source of ethnic hip-hop sample libraries.
Solution URBAN VAULT is a tool covering a wide range of urban music production styles like
ethnic hip-hop, trap and Timbo style. 91 dual presets (182 individual presets) provides you with a
plethora of unconventional one-shot sounds programmed for theriﬀ and hits generation with the
ability to create A B musical phrases in the classic making beats on pads style.
Solution URBAN VAULT is for beatmakers who are looking for a unique, organic sound
combination accessible in an eﬀortless way. Every sample is developed with an aﬀection to
ethnic, classical, analog eﬀects, as well as the electronic world of sounds. We have combined
both our academic and urban music backgrounds.
Music creation should never be complex, it should be fun. That is what the Solution series is
about. Certainly, we are listening to ideas and feedback, you can reach us:
•

Via email: support@thaloops.com

•

Via our Facebook page: facebook.com/thaloops

What is Solution URBAN VAULT?
Solution URBAN VAULT is a software sampler instrument created for the best playback of
ThaLoops one-shot samples using your favorite MIDI controller in your Digital Audio Workstation
(further DAW) - for example Presonus Studio One, Ableton, Logic Pro X, Fruity Loops etc.
The collection of sounds in Solution URBAN VAULT are one-shot samples that are pre-produced
and appear as a source of chopped material from unknown, raw and rare sources. The presets
are ready to be played like it wasdone via the legendary ASR-10 sampling keyboard with the

availability of enriching the sound via adding organic sound or analog bass layers on top.
Generate choppy riﬀs, catchy rhythmic hooks or background rhythmic noises that will add the
special color to your beats.

How to play?
After installing the Solution URBAN VAULT it will be available for loading via the list of your VST or
AU instruments in your DAW. The player is triggered with MIDI notes and presets are covering the
range from F0 to C4. Each preset is dual, meaning that you can change the sound by triggering
two keys - C0 for sound A and C#0 for sound B. It is widely known that the call and response type
of melodic riﬀs are used in urban music production. Think of sound B as an available option to
end a 4-bar riﬀ, or use it vice versa and play the sound A as the sound of response.
Don’t forget to add the C0 or C#0 notes into the midi file of your riﬀ to make sure the correct A or
B sound of the preset is activated.

Use your left hand or program keys C0 and C#0 to change the dual preset sound.
Since Solution URBAN VAULT samples are in one-shot format, these samples are developed, but
not limited to play in a range of C-1 to C-2 octave. One of the main aspects of the hip hop sound
of a riﬀ is the one-shot samples format.

Play one-shot sample riﬀs with your right hand or program midi notes in your DAW.

Activate the layers
At the bottom of the Solution URBAN VAULT sampler is a layers section. To activate one of the
layers on the left (sine, square, triangle, saw, excite, radio, breath) just click on the icon. In order to
activate the layers on the right (fire, water, earth, birds, vinyl or city icons), treat them as gain
faders. See the instruction video provided in the “media” folder.
Each layer is provided with an attack, decay, sustain, release, pan, gain and output channel option
in order to tweak the characteristics of the layer sound.
Sending the layer to a separate output channel is a great way to take the preset sound further by
using your favorite plugins and tweak the sound to the style of your productions with your favorite
3rd party tools.

FX and output knobs
Use the included LFO processing to manipulate the sound of a preset.
LFO waveform - choose a waveform of an LFO.
LFO destination - choose between three LFO

destinations (pitch, pan or expression).
LFO source - choose the source for the LFO that
will trigger the FX. Three sources available
(modulation wheel, aftertouch or velocity) that can
be automated in your DAW.
The Depth and Rate knobs are controlling LFO.
Choose low pass or high pass filter in the Filter Type option. Control the cutoﬀ frequency with the
knob provided.
Adjust the level of the one-shot samples using an Instr. Gain knob and control the overall output
level of the both preset and layer sounds with an output knob.
Tune +/- 50 cents and Reverb knobs are self-explanatory.

Have a question?
Send your questions to support@thaloops.com!

